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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0947962A2] The sorting process comprises performing a first and at least a second consecutive sorting cycle by means of a postal
machine and the present invention relates to a method of balancing to be performed before the commencement of the sorting process and
comprising the step of performing, in at least one of the sorting cycles, at least one of the following procedures: a) a first procedure of balancing the
load of the outputs of the postal machine in the current sorting cycle based on at least one of the following balancing criteria: shifting the delivery
addresses from the outputs to which they are assigned to respective logically contiguous outputs associated with the same postman; bisection of
delivery address into respective pairs of virtually separate delivery address and allocating them to a respective pair of logically contiguous outputs
associated with the same postman; and allocation of further outputs to postmen on the basis of an order of criticality of the outputs already allocated
to the postman themselves; and b) a second procedure of balancing the load of the outputs of the postal machine in the current sorting cycle based
on at least one of the following balancing criteria: distribution over outputs utilised in the current sorting cycle of delivery addresses allocated to each
output at the end of the subsequent sorting cycle; shifting the delivery addresses from the outputs to which they are allocated to respective logically
contiguous outputs; exchange of delivery addresses between logically contiguous outputs; and bisection of delivery addresses into respective pairs
of virtually separate delivery addresses and allocating them to a respective pair of logically contiguous outputs. <IMAGE>
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